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A map at Tucker’s office where clients can put a pin in their hometowns.
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and decided to fill that void. He has staff members that
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speak fluent Mandarin Chinese to assist international
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students as they explain their insurance needs.

help. Tucker’s staff decided they could assist

“When we found out how many international students
there were and realized that many of them didn’t
understand how the laws here work, we knew we could
help,” said Tucker. “We were helping anyone who came
through our doors and this niche developed organically.
It was a perfect fit.”
Tucker’s insurance experience runs deep and extends
long beyond the past decade. His father opened an
insurance agency in the 1950s. Later Tucker worked
for more than 15 years in management at State Farm
Insurance in upstate New York before moving to Indiana.
Tucker Insurance Services operates their agency
based on their four family “ViTaLS”: Virtue, truth, love,
and service. These guiding principles have
been at the heart of the business from the
beginning. When a huge snowstorm hit the
community a couple of years ago, students
were unable to get to class because their cars

and sent an email to their clients letting them
know they could help. “We told our clients to
call our office directly. Then my son went out
and spent days jump-starting clients’ cars for
no charge,” Phil Tucker explained. “We just wanted to help
our clients.”
That spirit of helpfulness extends to the community as
well. They sponsor local little league soccer and baseball
teams, a gymnastic school, and the Purdue University
fraternal order of police. “We’re always looking for ways
to give back,” Tucker explained. Referrals for Tucker have
extended to China. Students who get to West Lafayette
for the first time have shared that someone from their
home in China told them they had to visit Tucker as soon
as they got to Indiana. Though the challenges of the
pandemic have affected the number of international
students in town, the staff at Tucker Insurance Services
is still serving everyone who comes through their door. ■

Tucker Insurance Services staff members.
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